An Overview of Robustness Related Issues in Speaker Recognition
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Abstract— Speaker recognition technologies have been improved rapidly in recent years. However, critical robustness issues need to be addressed when they are applied in practical situations. This paper provides an overview of technologies dealing with robustness related issues in automatic speaker recognition. We first categorize the robustness issues into three categories, including environment-related, speaker-related and application-oriented issues. For each category, we then describe the current hot topics, existing technologies, and potential research focuses in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spoken language is the most natural way we humans communicate with each other. There is rich information conveyed in spoken language. Including language information (linguistic contents etc.), speaker information (identity, emotion, physiological characteristics etc.), environmental information (background, channel etc.) and so on. We humans can effortlessly decode most of such information although such rich information is encoded in a complex form. This human ability has inspired a lot of research work to automatically extract and process the richness of information in spoken language. Automatic speaker recognition, the process of recognizing a person’s identity from his or her voice, has been one of the most active research areas in spoken language processing [1, 2]. Automatic speaker recognition technologies have wide applications such as access control, transaction authentication, voice-based information retrieval, recognition of perpetrator in forensic analysis, and personalization of user devices etc. Speaker diarization [3] attempts to find speakers turn takings in a conversation. It is an extension of the “classical” speaker recognition technologies applied in multiparty conversations.

There have been several very useful survey or tutorial papers for speaker recognition in the past, including Furui’s overview [1] which presents the principles of speaker recognition and typical approaches for text-dependent and text-independent speaker recognition, Campbell’s tutorial [2] presents in-detail descriptions about designing and building an automatic speaker recognition systems and the most recent overview by Kinnunen and Li [4] which gives a thorough overview of text-independent speaker recognition technologies covering speaker features and speaker models. In this paper we present an overview of speaker recognition technologies with an emphasis on dealing with robustness issues. We first categorize the robustness issues into three categories, including environment-related issues, speaker-related issues and application-oriented issues. For each category, we then describe the current hot topics, existing technologies, and potential research focuses in the future.

II. ENVIRONMENT-RELATED ROBUSTNESS ISSUES

Many factors can influence the performance of speaker verification systems. Environmental noise and channel mismatch [5 - 7] are the two most common factors, especially in many real applications. On the one hand, speech audio recorded from real environments often contains different types of environmental noise such as background white noise, music, or interfering speech etc. Environmental noise has adverse impact on speaker modeling. On the other hand, speech audio files are often recorded through various transmission channels using different types of microphones. Channel mismatch will greatly influence the character of speech signal. In the Speaker Recognition Evaluations organized by NIST [8], the channel mismatch issue is always regarded as one of the challenges in evaluations. To encourage the research dealing with channel mismatch, different recording equipment and transmission channel have been utilized in collecting the evaluation data [9, 10]. In real applications, the prior knowledge of environmental noise and transmission channel is not available in advance, which makes pre-training noise/channel models impossible.

A. Noise Robustness

Recording or environmental noise degrades speaker verification performance. The research on noise robustness can be categorized into two directions: improving the feature robustness and model robustness against noise. Spectral Subtraction [11, 12] is effective in dealing with stable noises, but fails when the noise is not stable. RASTA filtering [13] uses band-pass filtering in the log spectral domain to remove...
slow channel variation noises. There are also algorithms such as PCA (Principle Component Analysis) [14], LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) [15] and HLDA (Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis) [16] applied in feature domain to improve robustness. The research on model robustness against noise usually adopts model compensation [17, 18] algorithms to decrease the mismatch between test sets and training sets.

B. Channel Mismatch

Channel mismatch is another salient factor that influences the recognition robustness. In real applications, speech utterances are often recorded with various types of microphones (desktop microphone or head phone, etc.), and these speech signals are changed in some degree due to the different transmission channels. Research dealing with the channel mismatch of speaker verification tasks can be categorized into three directions: feature transformation [7, 19, 20], model compensation [21, 22] and score normalization [23, 24]. CMS (Cepstral Mean Subtraction) [6] or Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) which subtracts the mean value of each feature vector over the entire utterance is the most simple and common method used in many speaker verification systems. The channel variations are considered to be stable over the entire utterance in these methods. Feature mapping [7] which maps the features to a channel-independent feature space and feature warping which modifies the short-term feature distribution to follow a reference distribution [25] are also effective methods but with more complex implementation. SMS (Speaker Model Synthesis) is popular in GMM-UBM systems [26], which transforms models from one channel to another according to UBM deviations between channels. [22] proposed a modified SMS method based on a cohort dataset. JFA (Joint Factor Analysis) [26], a more comprehensive statistical approach, has gained much success in speaker verification. The speaker variations and channel (session) variations are modeled as independent variables spanning in a low-rank subspace, which defines the speaker- and channel-variations as two independent random variables following a priori standard Gaussian distributions. Then the factors are inferred the posterior probability of the speaker- and channel-variations from the given speech. [27] assumed channel factors in a low-rank space, leaving the speaker factors in a full-rank space. [28] proposed a simple implementation for the subspace inferring.

The i-vector method [29] considers that the speaker and channel variations cannot be separated by JFA (channel variations also contains speaker information). So in i-vector methodology, a low-rank total variability space is defined to represent speaker- and channel-variations at the same time, and the speaker utterance is represented by an i-vector which is derived by inferring the posterior distribution of the total variance factor. There is no distinction between speaker effects and channel effects in GMM supervector space. Both speaker- and channel-variations are retained in i-vector. However, the total representation will lead to less discrimination among speakers due to channel variations. Therefore, many inter-channel compensation methods especially some popular discriminative approaches are employed to extract more accentuate speaker information. WCCN (With-in Class Covariance Normalization) [30] and LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) [29, 33] are both linear transform to optimize the linear kernels. NAP (Nuisance Attribute Projection) [27] is to find the projection optimized by minimizing the difference among channels. The most recent research focuses on the PLDA (Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis) [31, 32], which improves the performance of i-vector system greatly. PLDA is a probabilistic version of LDA, and also is a generative model that utilizes a prior distribution on the speaker- and channel-variations. Although PLDA has achieved great success in speaker verification, the limitation is that PLDA still takes a Gaussian distribution as the prior factor that may not always be true in reality.

Channel mismatch was also studied within neural network and SVM. [34] proposed to reduce channel impact for verification systems based on neural networks by eliminating a proportion of hidden nodes. Neural network framework will be a very prospective direction in speaker verification research.

III. SPEAKER-RELATED ROBUSTNESS ISSUES

Speaker-related variability, such as gender, physical state (cold or laryngitis), speaking style (emotion, speaking rate, etc.), cross-language, accent and session variations, is one of the main difficulties in speech signal processing. How they correlate with each other and what are the key factors in speech realization are real concerns in speech research [35]. The current mainstream research can be divided into five directions (gender, physical condition, speaking style, cross-lingual, aging etc.) as described in the following subsections.

A. Gender

Speaker recognition systems attain their best accuracy when trained with gender dependent (GD) features and tested with known gender trails. However, in real applications, gender labels are often not given. Therefore, how to design a system that does not make use of the gender labels both in training and test has highly practical significance. [36] addressed the problem of designing a fully gender independent (GI) speaker recognition system. It relies on discriminative training, where the trails are i-vector pairs, and the discrimination is between the hypothesis that the pair of feature vectors in the trial belong to the same speaker or different speakers. They demonstrated that this pairwise discriminative training can be interpreted as a procedure that estimates the parameters of the best (second order) approximation of the log-likelihood ratio score function, and that a pairwise SVM can be used for training a GI system. The results show that the performance of this fully GI system is slightly worse than that of a fully GD systems. A novel GI PLDA classifier for i-vector based speaker recognition was proposed and evaluated in [37]. This approach uses the source-normalization (SN) for variation that separates genders as a pre-processing step for i-vector based PLDA
classification. Experimental results on the NIST 2010 SRE dataset have demonstrated that it can reach comparable performance compared with a typical GD configuration.

B. Physical Conditions

Speech is a behavioral signal that may not be consistently reproduced by a speaker and can be affected by a speaker’s physical conditions. This variability aspect may be due to illness such as cold, nasal congestion, laryngitis and other behavioral variations.

As early as 1996, Tull with his team has carried out the related researches on the “cold-affected” speech in speaker recognition [38, 39]. They analyzed the differences between “cold-affected” speech and normal/healthy speech from the resonances of the vocal tract, fundamental frequency (measurements of voice pitch), phonetic differences and mel cepstral coefficients. They found that “cold-speech” shows some noisy portions in the acoustic signal that are not present in the normal/healthy signals. These noisy portions are caused by hoarseness and coughing. Besides, they also analyzed phonetic contrasts and looked at differences in formant patterns. Phonetic transcriptions of cold and normal sessions reflect changes in place of articulation. Perceptual and acoustic analyses revealed that pauses and epenthetic syllables are not constant throughout all sessions. These differences suggested that the cold introduces another level of intra-speaker variability that needs to be addressed in the design of speaker recognition systems.

Nowadays, however, research in this direction is still rare and most researches are just focused on feature level [40, 41]. The main reason is that this type of speech database is difficult to collect and organize. But in real life situations, a person’s physical condition is variable and will have great effect on the performance of speaker recognition systems. Therefore, research on robustness to the speaker-physical-condition variability has very practical importance.

C. Speaking Style

Speaking style usually comes from speaker’s spontaneous or no-prompted speech and contains abundant speaker individual information. In the field of speech recognition, there has been a lot of research on the speaking style [42 - 44]. The main method is to choose more emotion-related features and train multi-style speaking models. In recent years, many researchers attempted to apply these methods in speaker recognition systems. In this section, we will review the speaking style analysis of speaker recognition from three aspects:

a) Emotion

Emotion is an intrinsic nature of human beings and changes in the rendering forms of speech signals significantly. Compared with other intra-speaker variations such as the speaking rate and speech tones, emotion tends to cause more substantial variation on speech properties, such as harmonic forms, formant structures and the entire temporal-spectral patterns [45]. A multitude of research have been conducted to address the emotion variations. The first category involves analysis of various emotion-related acoustic factors such as prosody and voice quality [46], pitch [47, 48], duration and sound intensity [48]. The second category involves various emotion-compensation methods for models and scores. An early investigation was supported by the European VERIVOX project [49, 50], where the researchers proposed a ‘structured training’ that elicits enrollment speech in various speaking style. By training the speaker models with the elicited multi-emotional speech, the authors reported reasonable performance improvements. This method, however, has poor-interactivity and is unacceptable in practice. Wu et al. [47] presented an emotion-added model training method, where a few amount of emotional data were used to train emotion-dependent models. Besides, [51] compared three types of speaker models (HMM, circular HMM and supra-segmental HMM) and concluded that the supra-segmental HMM is the most robust against emotion changes. In addition, [51, 52] proposed an adaption approach based on the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) and its feature-space variant, the constrained MLLR (CMLLR). The basic idea is to project the emotional test utterances to neutral utterances by a linear transformation. Then they presented a novel emotion adaptive training (EAT) approach to iteratively estimate the emotion-dependent CMLLR transformations and re-train the speaker models with transformed speech. The results demonstrate that the EAT approach provides significant performance improvements over the baseline system where the neutral enrollment data are used to train the speaker models and the emotional test utterances are verified directly. Finally, some score normalization and transformation approaches [53, 54] have been proposed to improve emotional speaker recognition.

b) Speaking rate

Speaking rate is another high level speaker variable. And it can be useful for discriminating between speakers. Speech events in two utterances - even though they have the same text and are spoken by the same speaker - are seldom synchronized in time. This effect is attributable to the differences in the speaking rates [55]. Researchers [56] have proved that speaking rate has a big impact on speaker verification system performance. Besides, results show that the verification performance for test utterance at normal and slower rates is better than at a faster rate.

The study of speaking rate is originally from speech recognition. In [57], the authors introduced a probabilistic method for estimation the speaking rate in order to choose a recognition model suitable for such speaking rate. From feature domain, [58] presented a speech rate classifier (SRC), which is directly based on the dynamic coefficients of the feature vectors and it is suitable to be used in real time. In addition, [59] proposed three methods to improve the recognition accuracy of fast speech: 1) an implementation of Baum-Welch codebook adaption, 2) the adaptation of HMM state-transition probabilities and 3) the pronunciation dictionaries modified by rule-based techniques.
In speaker recognition, we usually adopt non-linear time alignment or DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) algorithm, which also used in speech recognition, to solve the difference of speaking rates problem. In the text-dependent mode, samples of the same speech events in enrollment and test utterances are compared, usually by establishing a nonlinear time alignment between the utterances. However, it is impossible to conduct time alignment in text-independent case [60]. Therefore, there has not been successful ways to deal with speaking rate issue in text-independent speaker recognition systems.

The difference of speaking rates between enrollment and test utterances can have significant effects on system performance, thus how to apply the relevant methods of speech recognition to settle the speaking rate issue of speaker recognition will be a good research topic in the future.

c) Idiom

Idiom (a person’s personal style of word usage) is a high-level inter-speaker characteristic, and can discriminate different speakers who come from different regions or have different educational backgrounds. For instance, we humans can recognize familiar speakers by only a couple of idioms from this speaker. That means through self-learning and training, the human brain can do speaker recognition with the aid of idioms. Scholars in the field of linguistics opened the study on idiom, including idiom principles [61], idiom structure [62], idiomatic expressions [63] and idiom-tagging [64], etc. There have been investigations for automatic speaker recognition with high-level idiom information, including using idiosyncratic word-usage high-level feature [65-67] and idiosyncratic pronunciation feature [68 - 71] etc.

Actually, idiom is not an adverse factor for robust speaker recognition; on the contrary, it can be used as a robust high-level feature to improve robustness. We list it here because if not well dealt with, as a kind of speaking style factor, it may affect the recognition performance.

D. Cross-Lingual

From the results of NIST speaker recognition evaluations in recent years, speaker recognition systems which are mainly developed based on English training data suffer a language gap problem, namely, the performance of non-English trails is much worse than that of English trails. The causes are manifold, such as different characteristics between languages themselves. But the main reason is that a language mismatch between training and testing results in performance degradation in speaker recognition systems. We summarize the previous works in cross-lingual speaker recognition as follows.

a) Training a pooled model from multilingual corpora

Bin et al. [72] presented that language mismatch between enrollment and verification data leads to significant performance degradation (between 40% to 49%) . In order to maximize robustness towards language change in test utterances, speaker models were trained with utterances from both languages. Experimental results indicated that this could effectively close performance degradation gap due to language mismatch.

b) Language normalization

In [73], authors proposed two novel algorithms towards spoken language mismatch problem: the first algorithm merges language-dependent system outputs by using Language Identification (LID) scores of each utterance as fusion weights. And in the second algorithm, fusion is done at the segment-level via multilingual Phone Recognition (PR).

c) Feature combination

In [74], authors proposed a combination of features (MFCC and LPCC) methods to obtain a more robust multilingual speaker recognition system. The experimental results indicated that this method could be used for improving the speaker identification performance in multilingual condition with the constraint of limited data.

d) Language factor compensation

Lu et al. [75] enrolled in the language factors which are meant to capture the language character of each testing and training speech utterance, and compensation was carried out by removing the language factors in order to shrink the difference between languages. The experimental results showed that the language factor compensation alone can reduce the gap between the performance of English and non-English trails, and the score level combination with eigen-channels can further improve the performance of non-English trails.

E. Aging

It is believed in speaker recognition field that there exists identifiable uniqueness in each voice. At the same time, a question: whether voice changes significantly with time [76]. Similar ideas were expressed in [1, 77], as they argued that a big challenge to uniquely characterize a person’s voice was that voice changes over time. Performance degradation has also been observed in the presence of time intervals in practical speaker recognition system [60, 78, 79]. From the pattern recognition point of view, enrollment data (training speaker model) and test utterances for verification are usually separated by some period of time, which poses a mismatch leading to recognition performance degradation.

Therefore, some researchers resorted to several training sessions over a long period of time for dealing with long-term variability issues [80]. In [81], the best recognition performance was obtained when 5 sessions successively separated by at least 1 week were used to define the training set. [82, 83] used a similar method called data augmentation. In this approach, when a positive identification of the candidate speaker is valid, extra data is appended to original enrollment data to provide a more universal enrollment model for this candidate. This approach requires original data to be maintained for re-enrollment. At the same time, speaker-adaptation techniques, such as MAP-adaptation [82, 83] and MLLR-adaptation [84], are proposed to adapt the original model to a new model with new data so that to reduce the
A. Speaker recognition technologies include the following: It is used in wide application areas. The main applications of speaker recognition technologies include the following:

From a different direction, Wang [87] aimed to extract speaker-sensitive and time-insensitive information as features. Two methods to determine the discrimination sensitivity of frequency bands were explored: an energy-based F-ratio measure and a performance-driven one. Frequency warping and filter output weighting were performed according to the discrimination sensitivity curves of the whole frequency range. On the time-varying voiceprint database [88], experimental results showed that the proposed features outperformed both MFCCs and LPCCs, and to some extent, alleviated the aging impact on speaker recognition.

B. User Authentication

User authentication is the most obvious application of any biometric authentication techniques. Speaker recognition could be used in commercial transactions as an authentication method combined with some other techniques like face recognition. More recent applications are in user verification for remote electronic and mobile purchases [89]. Alternatively, it could be used for controlling access to computer login, as a “key” to a physical facility, or in border control [90].

C. Public Security and Judicature

Some applications are used in the area of public security and judicature for law enforcement, including parolees monitoring (call parolees at random times to verify they are within the control) and prison call monitoring (validate inmate prior to outbound call) [91]. Speaker recognition technologies have also been used for forensics analysis (proving the identity of a recorder voice to convict a criminal or discharge an innocent in court) [92].

D. Speaker Adaptation in Speech Recognition

Speaker variability is one of the major problems in speech recognition, whereas in speaker recognition it is an advantage. Thus, speaker recognition technology could be used to reduce the speaker variability in speech recognition systems by speaker adaptation (the systems adapt its speech recognizer parameters to suit better for the current speaker, or to select a speaker-dependent speech recognizer from its database) [93].

E. Multi-Speaker Environments

In a multi-speaker environments, searching or tagging speech based on “who spoke when” is one of the more basic components required for dealing with audio recordings, such as recorded meetings or the audio portion of broadcast shows [94]. Three different multi-speaker tasks are recognized: speaker detection (whether a known speaker is present in a multi-speaker recording), speaker tracking (a given speaker’s speaking intervals are located in the recording), speaker segmentation (locating the speech intervals of each different speaker) [95].

F. Personalization

Personalization

The voice-web, voice mail or device customization is becoming more and more popular due to the development in speech technology. Speaker recognition techniques can identify whether the incoming voice is from a known speaker. The system can adapt to a specific speaker’s needs and preferences.

The above applications require robust speaker recognition technology. Although, in recent years, the performance of speaker recognition has been considerably high in some restrictive conditions, there are still many issues in practice, including noisy variability, channel variability and intra-individual variation as we mentioned above. All these variations lead to the mismatch between training and test conditions that finally cause severe performance degradations. Therefore, robustness is one of the critical factors that decide the success of speaker recognition in these applications [96].

In addition to the above-mentioned issues, short utterance speaker recognition (SUSR) is also one of the research hotspots in the field of speaker recognition. Most of the speaker recognition methods require a large amount of speech data for training models. SUSR becomes important because of the difficulty in acquiring large amount of appropriate speech. In some situations, only a short utterance such as one or two words is available to recognize the speaker.

Research has shown that the length of test utterance is a great factor that influences the system performance. As early as 1983, researchers from ITT Defense Communication Division have mentioned that for text-independent speech recognition, both the training and test processes need to have an adequate speech data in order for the accuracy of modeling and recognition. Experimental results showed that the system was able to identify 11 speakers with 96%, 87% and 79% accuracy with test utterance durations of 10, 5 and 3 seconds, respectively [97].

The performances of SUSR were unsatisfactory on these current state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems. [98] illustrated that the impact of restricted test utterance length for GMM-UBM [23] system. These results show that the EER [99] increased sharply from 6.34% to 23.89% when the test utterance is shortened from 20 seconds to 2 seconds. Furthermore, if the length is less than 2 seconds, the EER rose to as high as 35.00%. It has the same phenomena on the basis of JFA [100] and i-vector [29] system, which decrease the number of redundant model parameters to develop more accurate speaker models. [101] examined the effect of shortening the utterances used in subspace training and
speaker model training and scoring. Results suggested that in training the speaker subspace, as much data as possible should be used.

The challenges of SUSR are reflected in the following two aspects [102]:

A. The Mismatch between Training and Test conditions

When the length of test utterance is short, the distribution of speaker information from the short test utterance is unbalanced. Therefore, it only reflects part of the total characteristics space of the speaker. Fig. 1 illustrates the matching degree of different length of test utterance in overall speaker space. Where the outer circle represents the spatial distribution of the target speaker, the shadow in the middle represents the distribution of the test utterance in space. Apparently, when the test data is adequate, it can well reflect the distribution characteristics of the target speaker. Conversely, the test data only reflects a little part of the speaker space and it is hard to make a stable matching validation with the target speaker. The final result is that the test utterance is “not like the target speaker”.

![Fig. 1 The matching degree of different length test utterance in speaker space](image)

B. Discriminative Information Inadequate and Confusable

Under the condition of short utterance, the information of test data is inadequate so that it does not provide sufficient distinguishing information and becomes more confusable. As shown in Fig. 2, if the test utterance is long enough, the recognition system can obtain adequate speaker information from the feature vectors, so it has higher discriminative information. On the contrary, if the testing is in the short utterance condition, the speaker information contained in the short utterance is often inadequate and unstable, and the system is not able to exploit the discriminative information. This may result in multi-speaker similarity and reducing system performance. In this situation, the test utterance is “easy to match other speakers”.

![Fig. 2 The confusable degree of different length test utterance in speaker space](image)

In recent years, a multitude of research works have been conducted to address the short utterance issue and made considerable achievement. But overall, the research work on the SUSR task was still in its infancy. Below is an overview of some research directions on SUSR [102].

A. To Select More Discriminative Data

Different parts of a speech signal contain different speaker information, therefore, how to select more effective and discriminative speech data is very important.

[103] described a new method for speaker identification that selectively uses feature vectors for robust decision-making. To reduce the errors due to model overlap, they designed the speaker model in a modified way. Firstly, they classified the feature vectors into two categories: non-overlap and overlap, and then trained two standard speaker models. Next, if the extracted feature vectors were falsely recognized, these features belonged to the overlapped model. In the last, they reconstructed the two models to get non-overlapped and overlapped speaker models. Experimental results showed that this method outperformed GMM and LDA-GMM systems.

Besides, Nosratighods [104] presented a score-based segment selection technique for discarding portions of speech that results in poor discrimination ability in a speaker verification task. Theory is developed to detect the most significant and reliable speech segments based on the probability that test segment comes from a fixed set of cohort models. This approach reduces the effect of acoustic regions of the speech that are not accurately modeled due to sparse training data and makes a decision based only on the segments that provide the best-matched scores. Thus the proposed segment selection technique provides reductions in relative error rate of 22% and 7% in terms of minimum Detection Cost Function (DCF) and EER compared with a baseline used the segment-based normalization, when evaluated on the short utterance of NIST 2002 Speaker Recognition dataset.

In the signal domain, it is not exactly known which information should be extracted from the signal during feature extraction. Actually, each kind of speech feature, such as MFCC [105], PLAR [106] and LPCC [107], represents a sort of partial speaker characteristics. Based on this assumption, a Fisher-voice based feature fusion method incorporating with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was introduced in [108]. There are two steps: first, to de-correlate the concatenated feature vectors (including MFCC, PLAR and LPCC) into individual ones from multiple feature streams; and second, to eliminate the coefficients with redundant and unimportant information by performing PCA and LDA transformation. In conclusion, the main idea of this approach is to select more discriminative feature and provide enough speaker information for SUSR. Compared with the baseline GMM-UBM systems using any single feature and LDA-based fusion method, this proposed method effectively reduces the EER and gives the best performance for text-independent speaker recognition for utterances as short as about 2 seconds.

B. To Train More Accurate Model

As we all know, under the condition of the same training data, different model training methods generate different types of models. The more accurate model can better reflect the personality information of the speaker and increase the
 discrimination between different speakers. For SUSR, the process of model training is also an important research subject.

In recent years, Vogt along with his research team from Queensland University published a series of papers and respectively discussed the performance of four state-of-the-art model training methods: GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM, JFA and i-vector [98, 101] [109 - 111]. Vogt expected that in traditional GMM-UBM, most of the parameters in the model do not reflect the speaker information. They motivated the JFA and i-vector to explicitly model and separate the speaker and session contributions. Comparison among GMM-UBM, JFA and i-vector systems on the common subset of the 2008 NIST SRE short2-short3 condition, experimental results showed that when the utterance length was 2 seconds, the value of EERs for GMM-UBM, JFA and i-vector were 23.98%, 22.48% and 21.98%, respectively. In summary, JFA and i-vector have better performance than GMM-UBM for SUSR.

In addition to the above methods, an idea of phoneme specific multi-model method for SUSR was proposed in [112]. They considered that combining the results of speech recognition as a priori information to train the speaker model is feasible and efficient. This method consists of a phoneme-class speech recognition and a phoneme-class dependent multi-model speaker recognition stage. During the training procedure, speech recognition is performed to generate a phoneme sequence and all data related to a certain phoneme will be clustered together, then we reconstructed a speaker model depending on these phoneme classes. For recognition, given an utterance, speech recognition will be first performed as in the training procedure to generate a phoneme sequence, each of which will be scored against phoneme specific speaker models of a speaker. After all phonemes have been scored, the score of the utterance against speakers will be obtained. This obviously can change a text-independent one. Compared with the baseline GMM-UBM system, this proposed method can achieve a relative imbalance in the quality of speaker models by appropriately weighting the forward and reverse similarity scores before combining them. At last, it is demonstrated experimentally that the EER can be relatively reduced about 20% by using the proposed scoring method comparing with the ULS.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an overview of speaker recognition technologies with an emphasis on dealing with robustness issues. We summarize the speaker recognition robustness issues from three categories, including environment-related robustness issues, speaker-related robustness issues and application-oriented robustness issues. We give overview of existing technologies to deal with robustness issues in each category and present potential research focuses in the future.
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